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Ernst Valery

President - Ernst Valery
Investments, Corp.
Mr. Valery invests in select underserved
and undervalued key emerging domestic
real estate markets. These are urban
transitional areas with high residential and
retail demand. He has extensive experience
in affordable and market rate housing
development and investment, including
providing due diligence capabilities. He
also has extensive skills in budget planning,
design development, marketing, and the
supervision and guidance of contractors,
architects and engineers. As a principal of
SA+A Development, Mr. Valery shares overall
responsibility for the day-to-day operations
and execution of SA+A projects and
relationships. He has successfully invested
in and developed real estate in Maryland,
Washington DC, Pennsylvania, and New York.
For the past 15 years, he has been involved
in projects ranging from multi-tenant rental
properties to the renovation and adaptive
reuse of historical real estate assets.

Joshua Neiman

Senior Project Manager/
Development Partner - Ernst
Valery Investments, Corp.
Josh Neiman is a Senior Project Manager and
a development partner of SA+A and EVI. Mr.
Neiman grew up in Southwest Washington,
D.C. and focuses on smart growth and urban
revitalization. Mr. Neiman has more than 25
years of experience in complex real estate
development, law, and legislative affairs.
During his career Mr. Neiman has developed
nearly 2 million square feet of residential
mixed-use, office, lab, industrial, and retail
space with budgets totaling nearly $750
million. He subscribes to the philosophy that
the key to successful projects is viewing all
parties—community, public sector, tenants,
and the development and construction
teams—as stakeholders who want to see the
project succeed.

Jordan Exantus - AICP, LEED AP
Affiliate Planning Consultant

Jordan Exantus has been actively expanding his
planning skills and knowledge through worldwide
experiences for over 13 years. Mr. Exantus holds two
urban planning degrees and has done projects in
Kenya, Japan, Brazil and Italy. He worked in New York
City for Gensler where he had the opportunity to
contribute to mixed-use master planning projects,
and sustainability consulting initiatives. Mr. Exantus
worked in Red Lake, Minnesota where he helped the
Red Lake Band of Chippewa Indians apply for and
receive several million dollars in grant funding while
helping to spearhead several planning, economic
development and energy related initiatives. During his
time in Memphis, Tennessee, Mr. Exantus developed
the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
(CEDS) for Greater Memphis; he worked with the
Center for Partnerships in GIS; he worked with the
Development District administering a number
of housing programs, servicing local planning
contracts and assisting in grant writing and economic
development initiatives. Mr. Exantus moved on to
become Planning Director for the Town of Somerville,
TN. Currently, Mr. Exantus serves Prince George’s
County Planning Department as a Planner Coordinator.
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Neighborhood Unit
The Neighborhood Unit is bounded by 395 to the north, 7th St SW to the West, 4th St SW
to the East and I St SW to the South. The Neighborhood is bisected by G St SW and 6th St
SW, both of which are characterized by tree lined streets with 2 to 3 story townhouses.

The Neighborhood Unit also hosts an Elementary school (Amidon-Bowen) and two
medium sized apartment buildings.

Neighborhood Character

Housing

Interior rowhouses share a
common parking area

Rowhomes along 6th St SW create
a distinct urban residential block

Most of the townhomes include an
additional unit slightly below grade

Green
Space

The elementary school has a park and
playground open to public after hours

Part of G St SW includes wide sidewalks
with green patches and public art
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Residential areas are tied together by a
common green area

Neighborhood streets are characterized
by wide sidewalks and street trees

On-Street parking is available to
residents

The scale of building provides a
symetrical urban corridor

Property
Profile | 501 I St SW
Existing Zoning
Zone District: R-3

A variety of high and low building heights
is unique to Southwest, an intentional mix
“The
R-3 District
is designed
essentially
of townhouses
and high-rise
towers. Most
in thea area
are under four
stories
to buildings
maintain
family-life
environment”
or over eight stories. This defining feature
of Southwest is valued by the community;
however, most of the current land use and
zoning designations call for densities that
would not permit new buildings as tall as the
existing towers in Southwest and some zoning
would permit construction of new buildings
in green space.

Existing Zoning
for row dwellings...
A variety of high and low building heights
is unique to Southwest, an intentional mix
of townhouses and high-rise towers. Most
buildings in the area are under four stories
or over eight stories. This defining feature
of Southwest is valued by the community;
however, most of the current land use and
zoning designations call for densities that
would not permit new buildings as tall as the
existing towers in Southwest and some zoning
would permit construction of new buildings
in green space.

For example, a medium density residential
land use with an R-5-B zone allows, by right,
a maximum height of 50 feet with a 1.8 floor
area ratio (FAR). Under this designation,
any new development on that parcel would
not be able to achieve the current high-low

For example, a medium density residential
land use with an R-5-B zone allows, by right,
a maximum height of 50 feet with a 1.8 floor
area ratio (FAR). Under this designation,
any new development on that parcel would
not be able to achieve the current high-low
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Background/History
Scale and Density
•
•
•

Shakespeare plans a 90 foot plus tower but will use just a small part itself: the rest will be rental apartments
The tower is wildly out of scale to the surrounding school, park, and townhomes
Shakespeare’s latest proposal barely reduces the scope of the original plan it presented in 2014, which drew broad community opposition

Zoning
•
•
•
•

Current zoning allows only for single family homes, a church or a school
Shakespeare Theatre Company knew this when they bought the plot
This is the last undeveloped plot in SW DC zoned for single family homes
The City Planning Office and City Council refused to recommend a zoning change

Safety and our Children
•
•
•

The high volume of traffic poses danger to children at Amidon-Bowen Elementary School
The PTA opposes the construction of a high rise building next to the school
The tower will permanently block sunlight from the school playground

Parking
•
•

Shakespeare plans just 70 parking spaces for 136 housing units and 70 office staff, which will have a major negative impact on the already
tight parking situation in the neighborhood
Shakespeare wants to reserve parking on 6th St. for its exclusive use

Other Concerns
•
•

The proposed project will bring congestion, traffic, and noise, changing the character of a quiet neighborhood
The building will block sunlight and strain precarious sewer, gas, and electrical systems in the neighborhood

Failure to Engage
•
•
•
•

Shakespeare has not listened to concerns expressed by hundreds of neighbors in meetings, petitions and appeals
Shakespeare paid off a neighborhood association – $60,000 – to withdraw its application for the building on the site to be designated historic
Shakespeare pretends that support for Shakespeare Theatre equates to support for its high rise
Shakespeare is using its good name to support an unwanted development
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SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY SITE
This site, located at 501 ‘I’ Street SW, was initially constructed in 1948 as the Metropolitan
Boys Club. It was later expanded by modernist architect Charles Goodman to become the
Hawthorne School. Additional wings were added as was the concrete façade that is still in
existence. The building was sold in 1972 to Southeastern University which operated an adult
education campus until closing permanently in 2010. Since that time, that building has been
vacant and fallen into disrepair.
During this planning process, a prominent theater company proposed a plan to convert the
property into its new headquarters with artist space by tearing the existing building down
and erecting a larger building in its place The theater company planned to partner with a
private developer to include additional market rate housing as well as housing specifically for
visiting actors. This site is a preferred location for an arts and cultural use as it complements
and augments the growing arts already in Southwest and further anticipates the Plan’s vision
for cultural uses along Eye Street. Convenient access to metro is also a plus for many of the
visiting actors who would use the rehearsal space.

SOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY

The site itself is currently designated “Institutional” on the Comprehensive Plan Future Land
Use map which is in keeping with its historic educational and nonprofit uses. It is zoned R-3
which permits low density residential uses such as townhomes.
During this planning process, the community expressed an understanding of the theater’s need
for additional space and recognized the merits of having a world class theater headquartered
in Southwest. However, it was clear that many adjacent residents have serious concerns about
the compatibility of a 6-9 story building within the existing townhome community. The land
use designation would need to be changed to facilitate the full building program as required
by the theater company and their development partner.
At this time, the Southwest Neighborhood Plan is not making a recommendation for a land
use designation change for this site until further outreach efforts can be conducted by the
Shakespeare Theater and their development partner to address community concerns. A
cultural use at this site would be a preferred use going forward and efforts to change the
land use should seriously be considered by the community and the ANC. The theater is
encouraged to continue the dialogue with the Southwest community through the upcoming
Comprehensive Plan Amendment process which will get underway in early 2015.
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FIGURE 7.1 | DISTRICT PROPERTIES

Site Context

Specs:
Current lot configuration accomodates approximately 25 parking spaces
Each townhome is approximately 20ft wide x 30ft deep x 40ft high with a 20ft
deep rear yard backing onto a shared path. Total square footage is approximately
2,400sf/unit (600/floor). Townhomes are 3 stories with a basement level slightly
below grade.

20 x 30

20 x 20

Rendering

View on 6th St SW looking South towards I St SW

Architectural Typology
The neighborhood is
characterized by 2-3
story brick townhomes
with mansard roofs
and dormer windows.
Most units have either
a basement unit or
a garage. Facade
treatments vary, but
most properties have
stairs with metal
railings. Some homes
have metal balconies on
upper story windows.

Design

Classic Design		

+

Modern Elements

Opportunity

This project represents an opportunity to establish Symetry within the neighborhood,
completing the neighborhood unit with relatively seamless continuity of character. The
proposed row dwellings will look and feel just like the existing buildings and preserve the
elements which make this community distinct.

Precedent - R3 Townhomes

Justification
Land Use Planning through use of zoning is intended to control development that will
adversely impact local life, overburden infrastructure and create incompatible uses with
unforseen or unintended consequences. This area was zoned R-3 because the zone is very
specific, it allows for development of a traditional neighborhood character: single-family
homes, schools, and religious institutions. Furthermore, it specifies a preference for “row
dwellings”. To allow development significantly divergent from the zoning encourages the
erosion of the very powers which protect city neighborhoods by placing land use decisions
in the hands of non-policy or ethics driven stakeholders.
While the proposed project poses a departure from the minimum 2,000 sq ft lot area
current R3 zoning specifies, it is in full harmony with the dimensions of ambient town
houses throughout the surrounding community. Virtually none of the existing town
houses meet the modern 2,000 sq ft R3 footprint requirement. This concept, however,
does meet the community’s expressed preference for town homes which are a minimum
of 20ft wide, as contrasted to many existing dwellings which barely are16 ft wide.

Sources and Uses
Project Name:
Date:

United Neighbors of Southwest DC
Update 03/31/2016

Assumptions
Building Information
Number of Lots

20

FINANCING

DEVELOPMENT BUDGET:
USE OF FUNDS

TOTAL

ACQUISITION
Building Acquisition
Total Acquisition

8,000,000
8,000,000

CONSTRUCTION
Site Constrtuction
Construction Costs
Landscaping/Trees
Owner Upgrades
Total Construction Costs

500,000
6,240,000
$100,000
0
6,840,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS
Soft Costs
Project Contingency - 10% of Total
Proj. Costs.
Total Soft & Contingency Costs

SOURCES OF FUNDS
Private Debt
Equity: Owner Contribution
TOTAL

REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS
20' wide X 30' deep
Total

% OF
TOTAL

AMOUNT

70%
30%
100%

# of Houses

20
20

RETURN ANALYSIS
2,994,286

Return on Cost

1,966,857
4,961,143

Return on Investment
Cash Return

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

19,801,143

Average cost/house
Average Sales Pricve/House

$990,057
$1,250,000

26.26%
88%
$5,198,857

13,860,800
5,940,343
19,801,143

Base Sales Price
$1,250,000

RATE
4.00%

Average Upgrade

$0

Total
$25,000,000
$25,000,000

Loan Payment

Mortgage Analysis (assuming 20% down)
Sales Price
Amount Financed (80%)
Rate
Term
Annual
Monthly
Annual Taxes WITH homestead
Estimated Insurance
Total Annual Payment
Porential Rental Income
Net Cost to own with Rental
Net Cost to own without Rental

20' exterior
$1,250,000
$1,000,000
3.75%
30
($44,870)
($3,739)
$10,016
$1,500
$56,386
$2,000
$2,699
$4,699
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